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Council Hears
New Student
Center Proposal
by Robert Siniakin

At the first Student Council meeting of the Spring
semester, Dean of Students Pat Ippolito discussed the
possibility of renovating the college center and building
onto the existing structure.
Ippolito opened his presentation with an alarming point,
" The existing student center was
bu ilt in 1958 to accommodate a
cam pus populat ion of about
2,500 students.'.' There are approximately 13,000 students
attending Kean this semester.
According to the Dean, Kean is
the only state college that does
not have a new college center.
Kean also has the lowest student
activity fee. He also hopes that a
new college center would create
an atmosphere which would
serve as a central meeting place
for students.
Complete Overhaul
The proposed renovation
would include adding 45,000
square feet to the present structure, complete renovation of the
building with the installation of
air conditioning and complete
refurnishing. This mammoth
enterprise
will
cost approximately $5,000,000 and take
an estimated 3 to 4 years to com1..,.t -

1' student union tee will be
initiated to pay for the building
and the future maintenance
costs. If the renovation is approved, a $3 per credit student
union fee will be assessed on
each student attending Kean , including summer session.
Ippolito explained that the
student union fee could be
collected when the building is
completed or it can be collected
when the building is about 50
percent complete. The latter
method would save the Kean
students approximately $246,000
w ith a 38 year mortgage.

The Independent is
interested in finding out
the students reilCtions
about the new Student
Center planned for our
campus. On page three
there is a questionnaire
that requires a few short
answers but will provide
this paper with answers
and reactions important to
the future of the Student
Center plans.
The survey can be
returned
to
the
Independent
office
located in the College
Center Rm. 115, or placed
in the interoffice mail boxes located in each building. Please return by February 23.
The Independent would
also like to urge all students to attend either of
the two lectures · held on
the next two Thursdays in
the Little Theatre at 1:40.
These lectures will be
about the plans of the new
Student Center, and Dean
of Students, Pat Ippolito
and other administrators
will be on hand to answer
any questions and take any
suggestions.

Three Food Styles
Ippolito told the council, " I
feel it is necessary to have
student groups endorse the project." He stated that the new
student center could have 3
different types of food services, a
snack bar type, cafeteria style,
and a restaurant. Ippolito added
that Montclair and Glassboro
have a similar arrangement. The
Dean also explained the desire to
get revenue generating services
in the new student center such as
a
bookstore,
expanded
gameroom, and a pub.
Council member Michael
Bachman inquired about the
future of the planned pub
renovation if the new center is
approved. Ippolito explained
that since the completion date
for the new student center is
about 4 years away, he saw no
reason for the cancellation of the
pub renovation.
Student Representative to the
Board of Ta.,.,_ ,.._.,,. Edelen

.

.

·..

.

student body should have the
final decision through a referendum. Many council members
agreed.
Assistant Treasurer Gus Garcia
who worked on the freshman
Orientation Committee stated
that incoming students come
down on the college center.
Council member Jack Seivers
concurred, " I've been at every

college in New Jersey and Kean's
student center is a hole in the
wall."
Council member Ray Parente
stated, " The biggest problem is
student apathy. He added that
students don't want to get involved with college activities
because of the student center.
"Students don't want to go over
there," he concluded.
Parlimentarian Chris Cottle
added, "We have no student
center. The building belongs to
the state. They can take it away at

treasury. He received ap.proval
on an additional of $80.00 for
refreshments for a New Jersey
Students Association (NJSA)
meeting that was held on Sunday
in Downs Hall.
Gomes also moved $500.00 for
WKCU equipment maintenance.
Council approved the reappropriation of $600.00 for ins u r' an c e
for
Student
Organization employees. In addition to this, Gomes received
approval on an additional $150
for telep~one expenses for the

the salary tor the· secretary of
Parent Line, Anita Fernandez.
· finally Gomes announced the
sub-committees for the budget
hearings. Each committee will
carefully screen their designated
funded
group's proposed
budgets and make any changes
that the committee deems
necessary. This recommendation
will then go to the finance Board
and then to Council.
The Campus Service sub-committee consists of Assistant
Treasurer Gus Garcia, chairper-

government bY. a grant, but the
grant is running out and the additional was needed to keep the
Parent line open. President
Joyce Marinelli added, "The
Parent line helps child abuse
parents and troubled parents."
In .conjunction with the expiring grant, Council approved
an additiona~S1,219 to be used as

chairperson, Connie t emios,
and Lillian Marrero. The
Departmental
sub-committee
consists of Ray Parente, chairperson, Jon Vargo, and Treasurer
Greg Gomes. The Campus
Media sub-committee consists
of Karen Wignall, chairperson,
President Joyce Marinelli , and
James Ellis.

an,,t;me."
theorized tMt one oft
that Kean has declining
rollment was because of
dilapidated college center.
Student Council will decide at
their next meeting, February
17th, whether to endorse the
renovation plan.
The Treuury
In other business, Treasurer
Greg Gomes reported on the

Opinions Vary On The FUtur~ of
New Jersey's Higher Education
by). Thomas Coho/an
New Jersey State Chancellor of
Higher Education, T. Edward
Hollander, has won approval
from the Board of Higher
Education to upgrade the status
of his recommendations fot the
future of higher education in N.J.
from that of an " issues paper" to
a " working paper ."
While the victory is only a
preliminary one, it reflects the
board's agreement in principle
to the Chancellor's analysis of
the problems soon to be faced by
the state's colleges and university. The Chancellor predicts that
unless the mission statements of
the New Jersey Schools are
redefined so that each school has
a specific clientelle of prospective students, the quality of
education in the State Higher
Education System will fall.
Self-Fulfilling vs.
Fulfilled By Default
Leading the opposition to the
Chancellor's predictions of few
students and tight money is
Rutger's Pres ident, Edward J.
Bloustei n. Bloustein says the
problem can be solved through
active recruiting of out-migrating N.J. students. He holds that
the state should spend more

money on recruitment of its own
students.
Currently, as noted in The
Cronicle Of Higher Education,
N.J. is ranked 47th in the nation
on per capita spending for
higher education. the $46.43
spent per N .J. resident is well
below the national average of
$71 .36. In another measure of
spending, dollars for education
spent per 1,000 dollars earned,
N.J. is ranked 49th. N.J. spends
$6.29 per 1,000 dollars of earned
incom·e which is 56% below the
national average of $11.12 per
$1,000 of income.
Hollander says the best way to
recruit the out-migrating N.J.
student is through tighter admissions policies and subsequent raising -of the standard of
education . Although he admits
this will cause an initial enrollment drop, he says failure to
act would create " a prophesy
fulfilled by default."
Marco
Anton io Lacatena ,
President of the Council of N.J.
State College Locals, ' in an
editorial in the N.Y. Times has a
third opinion. Lacatena claims
that Hollanders' plan to cut enrollment to increase the quality
of education will only result in

increasing the average affluel)ce
of college students, since affluent students have been shown•
to test better than low income
students.
Lacatena holds that the Governor and Chancellor believe,
politically and socially, " that low
income students, older adults

and large numbers of women are
not worthy of the expense
necessary to provide them with
educational opportunities at a
low cost." Lacatena says his
union Has notified the Governor
and Chancellor at a private session of its intention to fight the
Chancellors' proposals.

Two New Financial
Aid Programs At KC
by Susan Farrell
"This is a radical departure for
New Jersey," said John Marcinski, assistant director of financial Aid, describing the Tuition
Aid Grant (TAG) program and
the New Jersey Financial Aid
Form (NJFAF). " It's a big deal. It
changes the entire plan for New
Jersey," Marcinski said of the
new programs.
TAG and the Garden State
Scholarship Program , another
new program , and the ex isting
Education Opportunity Fund
Program (EOF), will coordinately
replace the New Jersey State
Scholarship Program. Based on

financial need and academic
standing, TAG offers a wider
range of tuition aid to a greater
number of students than the
state's students assistance
programs .
NJFAF will be replacing the_
State College Basic Program , the
EOF, and Basic Grant form .
NJFAF conveniently requires the
student to complete just one
form . These applications are
given out by the College School
Service and must be returned to
them . The service sha res the
NJFAF information with other
financial aid pro~rams at the

(Continued on page 3)
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Office of Veteran's Affairs
Veterans are reminded that
the State Department of Higher
Education is administering the
New Jersey Veterans' Tuition
Credit program. The program is
not connected with the V.A . as
some veterans believe. Veterans
who have applied for V.A .
benefits are not automatically
signed up for the state program
which can net $50 to $100 for this
past fall semester.
The Office of Veterans Affairs
has not been advised as to when
the monies for those veterans
who have already applied for the
state program will arrive. The
program has been set up so that
Kean College will issue checks
after receiving the funds from
the Department of Higher
Education. Estimates have run to
as high as 12 to 16 weeks before
the College receives the monies.
It is not too late to sign up for the

program for last fall, but the
cutoff is expected soon.
Senator Alan Cranston of
California, the Senate Veterans'
Affairs Committee Chairman,
has been in contact with campus
Veterans' Coordinator Steve
Vence, in reference to several
important changes in the GI Bill
Improvement Act of 1977. Effective last October 1st benefits
were increased by 6.6% (from
$292 to $311 for a full time, single
vet). Additional good news is
that the tutorial assistance maximum has been increased from
$780 to $828. Veterans' work
study hourly rates have been tied
to the minimum wage, which increased from $2.50 to $2.65 an
hour January 1st.

delimiting period (ten years from
the date of separation) was extended for VA loans so that any
eligible veteran or spouse who
was in school full-time when the
ten year eligibility for GI bill
educational benefits expired .and
is still a full-time student be able
to apply for VA education loan .
Determination will be based on
financial need and remaining
entitlement for the 11th and 12th
year.
According to Mike Driscoll,
VA rep on campus, there are
several work study openings at
the Newark Regional Office for
th is
semester.
Interested
veterans are encouraged to contact Mr. Driscoll at the campus
OVA in the Kean building about
the positions. Additional information on the new loan program
and tutorial assistance is also
available at the office.

Another important change
was in the delimiting period for
VA educational loans. The

Justic·e Dept. Ties Own Hands
The Justice Department's Office of Professional Responsibility-the unit created after
Watergate to police the conduct
of Justice Department employees-lacks the authority,
independence and resources required to guard against abuse.
The change is made in the February issue of Justice Department
W.itch, a newsletter published
by the Committee for Public Justice, a civil liberties organization
co-chaired by Lillian Hellman
and Orville H. Schell.
According to Justice
Department W .itch, the Office of

Professional Responsibility,
which makes recommendations
to the Attorney General, having
no disciplinary or prosecutorial
authority of its own, " has proved
to be a toothless watchdog, incapable of policing Justice effectively. A miniscule unit within ·
the Department, the Office of
Professional Responsibility does
not have the manpower to conduct thorough initial investigations of its own into allegations
of wrongdoing. Instead, the Office often relies on information
provided by the agency under
investigation, clearly not the

Marijuana Legalized?
Superior

A three judge panel of the
Court,
-"ppellare

subsiantial evi ence in the lower

Division has begun to hear
argument on Thursday, February
9, 1978 in an American Civil
Liberties Union challenge to the
state's marijuana law. The
challenge com.es in the case of
John Mania who was convicted
in Union County last year for
possession of marijuana in his
home. Arguing the case for Mr.
Mania is ACLU volunteer lawyer,

court as to the absence of ill
effects from marijuana use, as
well as the drug's real and potential medical uses and the irrational
pattern of state
regulation. That evidence will be
part of the record reviewed by
the Appellate court.
The hearing is being held in
Room 1210 of the Essex County
Courts Building in Newark .

Alan Silber. Mr. Silber preser'fed

lilOPERS'

■ORNER.

by Haight Ashbury
Another good judge, this one
Although only one in five from New York, has made a rulAmericans utilize the services of ing that may herald the end of
a lawyer, citizens are now more another section of the
aware of their legal rights than Rockefeller drug laws. The fiveever before. Whether you learn to-life sentences of three women
from Kojak, text books or from for possession of cocaine were
other's experience, knowing the declared cruel, unusual
law is important for ignorance of punishment, and unconstituthe law is no excuse.
tional by Judge Constance Baker
If Robert Chipley had known Motley. These women will all be
the law when his roach clip up for resentencing within 90
triggered a metal detector, he days.
would not have been arrested
Another set of prisoners, those
for possession of pot and
Americans in Mexican jails, who
hashish . When a cop saw the clip
are a part of the prisoner exthat Chipley had taken from his
change, may be up tor resentenpocket, he searched and busted
cing. Some of the drug offenders
the man.
·
The Oregon Court of Appeal s serving time in Mexi co have
been moved to th·e U.S. and in
said that searches must be
most cases will be up for
limited to the prevention of hiresentencing .
jackings unless contraband is in
plain view. This case went to
The harsh treatment received
Appeal Judge C.J . Schwab after a
by American prisoners was more
conviction in a lower court. After
severe than could ever be j ushearing testimony that roach
tified by any government. The
clips are used as jewelry and
prisoner
exchange
brought
good luck charms, the good
many Americans home but many
judge ruled that clips are neither
.,, still remain and continue to be
dope nor ·probable cause to
mistreated . We must bring these
believe that the owner is possespeople home!
sing any.

technique best suited to getting
at the truth."
The Committee for Public Justice cites the Office of Professional Responsibility's review of
the facts surrounding the dismissal of Philadelphia U.S. Attorney David Marston as the
latest example of the shortcomings of the unit's investigative practices.
" Because of the close relationship between the Office of
Professional Responsibility and
the Attorney General, we question the appropriateness of Bell's
decision to assign the Office of
Professional Responsibility to
investigate the matter of
whether either he or President
Carter . knew or had reason to
k09w ~ c....,.,..__ _.,._.......,.,.._
Eil6erg might be of investigative
interest to
the Justice
Department when responding to
his request that David Marston 's
dismissal as U.S. Attorney be 'expedited '.
" In any event, the Office of
Professional Responsibility did
not conduct a thorough investigation
before
issuing its
statement exonerating Bell and
Carter in the matter. The inquiry

Reading And Study
Center Opened
The Reading and Study Skills
Center, located in John Hutchinson Hall, Room J202A, will
begin to operate on Monday,
February 20, 1978. This year the
Center will be open on Monday
and Friday, from8:00a.m . to4:00
p.m . and on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8:00a.m.
to 8:00 p.m.
Initial screening tests provide
the information necessary for an
individualized program in areas
such as reading skills, study skills,
listening skills, and language
development. There will also be
instruction in reading comprehension and speed, test taking,
vocabulary, and research . The
student and staff member
cooperatively design instruction
that is tailored to the individual's
needs. A significant part of this

approach is ·an attempt to relate
the skills being developed to the
individual 's course work. Thus,
not only does he improve in
general reading ability but also in
course content. The student
works a minimum of two hours
per week receiving assistance as
required from the regular staff
and graduate assistants.
We also offer small conversation groups for English as a
second language students who
wish to improve their conversation skills.
The Center seeks to provide
service to anyone who really
wants to improve one's reading
skills. The program is self-initiating and has the singular goal of
helping a person to advance to a
level of competency satisfactory
to him.

The New Jersey Historic.ii Commission Is sponsoring four
competitive grant-In-aid pr011rams In 1978:
Grant-In-Aid Pr011ram for Research In New Jersey History-up to $700 for original research and writing. Open to
professional .ind amateur historians. Contact Paul A. Stellhorn,
Research Director.
Grant-in-Aid Program for local History Projects-up to
$1,000 for projects of a public educational nature. Open to historical and related agencies. Contact Richard Waldron Associate Director.
'
Grant-in-Aid Program for Te.ichlng Projecb In New Jeney
History-up to $500 for school projects. Open to teachen In
elementary and secondary schools and colleges. Contad
Richard Waldron, Auoclate Director.
Deadline, all grant applications: March 1.
Governor Alfred E. Driscoll Fellowshlp-$3,000 for research
on a doctoral dissertation In New Jeney history. Open to Ph.D.
candidates. Deadline April 1. Contact Paul A. Stellhorn,
Research Director.
Applications are available from the Commission at 113 W.
State St., Trenton, N.J. 08625; or telephone (609) 292-6062.

consisted of taking statements of
Bell, Carter and 10 other Justice
o. rtn"Cnt~oftiicials. -q,e~ individuals were not pressed on
the apparent inconsistencies in
their stories. Nor did the Office
bother to question Congressional liaison Frank Moore or
even
Congressman
Eilberg,
clearly two central figures in the
affair. Under the circumstances,
and given all the yet unanswered
questions surrounding the
Marston dismissal, the Office of
Professional
Responsibility's

conclusions seem highly premature and irresponsible.
"Only an independent,inquiry
into the Marston dismissal can

clear the air. The Committee for
Public Justice therefore calls for a

(Continued on page 9)
INDEPENDENT
EDITORIAL
BOARD MEETING
TOMORROW
at 3:00

Oh my goodness it's ...

Those Crazy College Kids

Photo by Sung "Joe " Kang

Cheer up football fans, the season's not over yet. Our Independent photoSrapher happened to get a
sneak preview of Kean's own version of the Snow Bowl. The Idea of the game varies a bit from tradldonal
football in that not only do you have to tackle the person with the ball but you also have to get as many of
your teammates as possible to form a "dog pile" on top of the unfortunate ball holder. Polnb are scored by
burying members of the opposing team. The game ends when one te.im has burled all of the opposing
players or when someone .iccidentially buries the ball.
·
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Pase 3

Moderate Turnout At Citizenship Registration
Approximately 150 aliens participated in the citizenship registration d ri ve held at Kean College on February
4 and 11. The free registration was sponsored and
manned by members of the Latin Fraternity, Spanish .
Cultural and Social Club, Cuban Comm ittee, and
PROUD (Puerto Rican . Organization for United
Dev.elopment.)
Gus Garcia, advisor to the Latin
Fraternity, coordinated the project and was pleased with it's outcome.
"The purpose of this drive was
to simplify the registration
process and to make ourselves
helpful to the outside community."
Garcia stated that in some
instances the registration
process sometimes costs as much
as $150.00 in legal fees.
"We feel that we have a responsibi lity to use our knowledge
for the benefit of others. We
have tried to make this process as
easy as possible. For instance,

Martin (.;reenberg was very
generous in assigning a person to
assist in the fingerprinting of the
applicants. Therefore we could
fill out all the necessary forms, as
well as do the fingerprinting in
one step."
Garcia said he was encouraged
by the cooperation given to the
project by people outside his
organization.
"Many people gave their time
to man the tables the past two
weekends and helped greatly in
this effort. It's nice to see everyone pushing together for a cause
such as this. "

Two New
Financial Programs
(Continued from page 1)
student's request . He must indicate on the form where he
would like it sent.
All forms mentioned are
available in the Administration
Building, in the Financial Aid office on the second floor. They

Photo by Dan Pyle

Ray Parente, left, and Gus Garcia watch one of the 150 people who resfstered fm cltlze111Mp.

must be sent out immediatelv
preferably before the end o·f
February, no later than April 1.
The Financial Aid staff will be
available to answer any questions and claim to be " eager to
help." They are open 8:30 A.M.
to 4:30 P.M. and evenings by appointment.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION ELECTIONS
Applications for Executive Board officers of Student Organization and N.S.A. Coordinator will be available in the Student Organization offices in the College Center Building on Monday, March 7th at 9:00 a.m. until Friday, March 11th at 4:00 p.m. Applications
for these positions will close at 4:00 p.m. on March 11th with a mandatory candidates
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Student Organization Conference Room on Friday, March 11,
1978.
To be eligible for these positions, you must be a full-time undergraduate student in
good standing. A full-time student carries 12 credit hours or more a semester and is in
good standing with an accumulative average of 2.0 or better. By the end of the Spring,
1977 semester, a candidate for each position must have the following semester hours
earned in order to run:

ELECTION DATES 1978
Mon., Feb. 20, 1978

Fri., Feb. 24, 1978

Thurs., Mar. 2, 1978·

Mon., Mar. 6, 1978

Tues., Mar. 7, 1978

Thurs., Mar. 9, 1978
Fri., Mar. 10, 1978

Thurs., Mar. 16, 1978
Mon., Mar. 27, 1978

Thurs., Mar. 30, 1978
Fri., Mar. Jl, 1978

Thurs., Apr., 6, 1978
Thurs., Apr. 13, 1978

Applications for Executive Board of
Student Organization and N.S.A.
Coordinator are available in
Student Organization Offkes in the
Student Center Bldg. from 9:00-4:30
p.m .
Applications for Executive Board
and N.S.A. Coordinator close at 4:00
p.m . MANDATORY Meeting of all
candidates at 4:30 p.m. in Student
Org. Offices. Ballot positions will be
assigned .
Primary Election for Executive
Board and N.S.A. Coordinator. Polls
open at 9:00 a.m. and close at 5:00
p.m .
Applications for Class Officers are
available in Student Organizat ion
Offices in the Student Center Bldg.
from 9:00-4:30 p.m .
SPEECHES of candidates for Executive Board and N.S.A . Coordinator
to be held in the Snack Bar in College Center Building.
Final Election for Executive Board
and N.S.A. Coordinator. Polls open
at 9:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m.
Applications for Class Officers close
at 4:00 p.m. MANDATORY Meeting of all candidates at 4:30 p.m. in
Student Org. Offices. Ballot positions will be assigned .
Primary Election for Class Officers.
Polls open at 9:00 a.m. and close at
5:00 p.m.
Applications for Student Council
available in Student Org. Offices in
the College Center Bldg. from 9:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Final Election for Class Officers.
Polls open at 9:00 a.m. and close at
5:00 p.m.
Applications for Student Council
close at 4:00 p.m. MANDATORY
Meeting of all candidates at 4:30
p.m. in Student Org. Offices. Ballot
positions will be assigned .
Primary Election for Student
Council. Polls open at 9:00 a.m. and
close at 5:00 p.m.
Final Election for Student Council.
Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at
5:00 p.m.

<

I

President
Vice President
Ass't Treasurer
Secretary
Ass't Secretary
N.S.A. Coordinator

56 credit
56 credit
29 credit
29 credit
29 credit
29 credit

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
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INDEPENDENT SURVEY
This survey is to provide input and assimulate all suggest.ions from the student populati on to provide a general outlook of the students' opinions about a new Student Center.
The Independent asks each student to carefully consider each question and to respond
with truthful , but researched ai:iswers. Please drop questionnaire in interoffice mai l or the
Independent office CC115. Please return questionnaire by February 23, so the
Independent can tabulate votes and present them to the Student Organization meeting
on February 24, 1978.

•• •••• ••

1. Do you feel that ther.e is a need for a new Student Center?
_ _ Yes _ _ No - If no, please explain ________________

,
2. State Law requires that the students pa~ for the building of any StudentCenter. This
means that there wfll be a charge of $3.00 per credit for each student. Interest rates will
vary according to the amount of the down payment. Which plan would you prefer? The
$3.00 to be charged:
_ _ Halfway through construction with less interest rates (Save up to $70,000)
_ _ When the building is ready for occupancy (full payment and interest)
_ _ I don't want to pay any money, nor want a new Student Center.
Comments: _____________________________

3. Do you feel that there is a greater need for student participation in the planning of the
new Center?
_ _ Yes _ _ No
4. Please write any suggestions for more student participation in the building of a new
Student Center, and add any ideas that you feel are important in the structuring of a new
Center.

----------------------------------------------◄

.

---

.

•
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•
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.EDITORIAL

Something To Be
Proud Of

At the next student council meeting, representatives wi II
decide if a new student center building is necessary and if a
$3.00 per credit student union fee is acceptable. This vote,
scheduled for the last council meeting, has been put off so that
the general stu d ent population will have an opportunity to hear
the proposed plans.
Patrick 1ppolito, Dean of Students, will speak about the
proposals and answer questions today at 1 :40 and one w_eek
from today at the same time in the Little Theatre. We urge
everyone to attend one of these sessions.
·
.
The Independent feels that these sessions are helpful but are
not enough. They will give interested individuals a chance to
hear all about the new center but still will not allow for very
much feedback about how the students outside the
governments fee l. Fo r this reason the re is a q uesti o nnaire
print ed on page 3.
If you have an opinion and ca re one way or t he other, t ear out
the questionnaire and fold it in half with the address below fa cing out. This can be dropped in any interoffice mailbox or the
Independent office (CC115) any time from today until next
Thursday.
The results of this survey will be tabulated next Thursday and
will be presented to the Student Council at their meeting next
Friday. It will only take a minute to fill out the survey, so please
do it and send it back to the Indy.

Dear Manny Rodrigues,
.
As President of the Residents' Association, you set a fine example
Wednesday night by destroying the winning snow sculpture made by
Bartlett t:iall. As President you should show some sportsmanship but
instead you showed how much you really deserve your office. As you
know, (and have pointed out many times at meetings), one of the major complaints of students at Kean College is student apathy. Maybe
now we see w hy people do not want to be invojyed because when
they do, their enthusiasm is .destroyed by jerk offs like you .
Bartzill was something we-are proud of. We hope you are proud of
yourself ancJ your actions too. In the rules of the contest the winning
building was allowed to destroy the other three sculptures but we
knew how much work we put into our sculpture, so we obstained
from destroying the others. Also we did not appreciate the language
that was being used at us while trying to protect our sculpture from
you and your destructive friends.
This was just one of many actions that you 've taken that shows you
are a real ass hole1 Keep up the good work!
Angered Students
of Bartlett Hall

Citizenship Drive Reaches
Far And W ide
Dear Editor,
I would like to take the time to thank a group of students whom I
regard as some of the most hard working on this campus. Last Saturday and the Saturday before, I had the pleasure to organize a citizenship drive on campus, but without students like Ray Parente, Joe
Ginarte, Ofelia Oviedo, Ann Corbacho and Pedro Caberas, the task
could not have been done.
These students worked from 6 a.m. to 5 :30 p .m. on these Saturdays.
Their contribution was not only to our campus, but to the community
at large as they served all different nationalities. Some of the people
who were processed came from as far as Ocean County.
Another contribution was made by Mr. Greenberg, the Campus
Police director. He sent campus policemen to fingerprint people for
citizenships_free of charge.f
My fraternity as well as myself, would like to express our thanks to
these individuals and to rem ind them that our doors are always open
to them .
,,Agustin Garcia
President, Latin Fraternity
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The following are groups now being offered by the Kean College Counseling Center, Student Activities
Building, Room SA 126, Extension 2082:

I
I
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. ...................................:.........1
Kean College
Evening Care Center
Quality child care for parents who attend evening classes, or
who need library or study time:
Open Monday through Thunday

4:30-8:00 p.m.
Children ages 3 yn.-10 yrs.
Staffed by certified early childhood teacher. Experiences
such as cooking, art, music, are provided for the children.
Children bring something for supper and beverage and
dessert are provided.
For more information, call campus day care 527-2075 or come
to Campus School North.

In their most spirited offensive this year, the forces of nature scored a
decided victory against man in the ongoing battle between the two world
powers.
Following their surprise attack on January 19, nature's Blizzard Blitz
Brigade (BBB), slipped up the coast and struck the battle weary forces of
man. The second half of the BBB 1-2 punch was devistating. The tri-state
area was immobilized as they were forced to stand by and watch helplessly.
Generals Byrne and Koch of New jersey and N. Y.C. respectively, maintained a calm front in the face of nature's onslaught, the truth being that
neither had recovered from the attack of the 19th. In N.Y.C. Koch's
sanitation division had suffered a 35% loss of snow plows and were simply
under-equipped to retaliate.
The war between the two began sometime in the 19tb century in what
'historians call "The Age of lndustraliization." Nature, since the beginning
of time, had been very helpful in the upbringing of man, providing food,
clothing and shelter. Indeed, nature was the model benevolent dictator.
But man wanted independence from nature. Nature resisted for man
was still young, too immature to be independent. Still man was pers.istant.
By planting a CIA spy in nature's Headquarters, man learned the secrets of
nature.
After experimenting with their newly "found" secrets, man discovered
that they could rule. Shortly after W.W. II in a bloodless coup d'etat, man
took over the reigns of leadership. Nature was held as a slave, providing
man with his every wish.
But man did not use wisely their new found powers. Forgetting how kind
nature had been to them, they polluted her air and waters. Her secrets lost,
nature had to resort to guerrilla warfare against the weaker forces of man.
Droughts, hurricanes and an occasional earthquake were her major
weapons.
The sustcJined 1-2 punch at the most densely populated area of man in
the U.S. caught many off guard. The big question is-where is nature getting the arms to keep up this sustained guerrilla warfare?
Experts in Washington feel that God may be supplying nature with arms.
If God, who had been claiming neutrality in the w~r, is indeed supplying
nature with weapons, man on the whole, is in for a lot of trouble.
Randy Parker

Tickets on Sale
Student Center
CCB Office·
Tickets $J - 2 p.er I.D.
$4.50 at the aoor
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ASSERTION TRAINING
5 Sessions on Assertion Training
Beginning Monday, February 27th
4:00-5:30
Vo your best thoughts of what you should•have said occur just before you fall asleep, when alone in the
car, or at some secluded moment. Chances are you are unassertive!
Vo you really know the difference between the meek, the mart yr, the assertive. and the aggressive person? What do you want to be? Come to Assertive Training! CONTACE: MARCELLA HASLAM,
JOHN HOFFMAN
SINGLE PARENTS
Sessions are now in progress!
Monday. 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Lonely, depressed, having problems with your chi ldren! Come meet with other si ngle parents and share
your concerns. Two groups available . CONTACT: MARY JO MADDEN
JOGGING: A POSITIVE ADDICTION
REGROUPING
Starting immediat~ly. Meris .every ~eek
.,
Of course you get slimmer, but so much more can happen. You are encouraged to share your reactions
and questions with others sharing your ~~d_iction".
·
~
"
.
If a beginner, learn how to avoid tho.Se' firsi mis ta~es. $ I
"
' ·, { • \ _
, Call or come in, to discuss your best time tor sharing your experiences. We will mee! indoors if thl!
weather is bad. CONTACT: MARGIE CAMl::.RON
SURVIVING LOSS
Sessions beginning rebruary 21st.
Tuesdays I :40-3:00 p.m . (Tentative time)
A loved one has died or is dying. a friend has moved away or a relationship has ended and you would like
help, support and comfort. If you are interesJed in joining our survival group, please notify Mind y Abramson.
SEU' GROWTH GROUP
On-going Group
· ·1hursdays 3:00-4:30 p.m.
Would you like to know more about yourscll a nd how yo u interact with others'! I hen come to the
lhursday uroup . CONTACT: MARCl::.1.1.A HASLAM

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ __ I 1111es Available :

Addres.,_·_ _ _ _ _ _ __

- - - - - -- --- . .. . . - - - ·
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __
vrou
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y Dan Pye

As the snow increases over the campus, the smiles of the maintenance worken decre•e (You may have to
clear your driveway but they have to clear the campus as well).

Photo by Sung "Joe " Kanf<

As tractors move unwanted snow from one area to another, students
begin to emerge from the residence hall.

P oto

y Dan Py e

Kean's version of the White Cliffs of Dover begin to appear each year at this time•

•••

Photo by Sung "Joe " Ka,
Photo by Rick friedma--;

Ed Lugo (left) and Jim Maham (right) guard their fort waiting to be
challenged to a snowball fight.

_D orm students join forces to build sculptures out of the snow.
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Phoco b y Dan Pyle

Scenes like this one may make the campus beautiful but I, for one, am cheering on the Spring.

Photo b y Rick Friedman

Afte r we cover it with foil, bake it in~ 350° oven for 10 to 15 minutes.

Photo by Rick Friedma n

Oops! Accidents will happen. " Keep digging, I know Franny Is under here
somewhere!"

Rain,Snow,Sleet or Hail
Nothing Stopped Leonard Nimoy
(

Photo by Dan Dikun

On Wednesday, February 8th, inspite of the snow, Leonard Nimoy
presented, to those who braved the weather, a fantastic lecture.
(See story on page 9)

Photo by Van Pyle.

t·

The Vulcan " Hi-sign" - expertly done by our local Vulcan expert - Leonard Nlmoy.

.

"
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,by Robert Kern
When one pursues a certain
avocation for a given length of
time it comes about that people
ask why one does it. Such are the
questions I receive about doing
this column : Why do I do itl A
question I often ask myself.
I don 't know why I open
myself to you, Gentle Reader,
every week sharing with you one
of my favorite hobbies : cooking .
But I can answer the question of
how I first got interested in
cooking .
I owe it to a then-crazy New
Zealander named Graham Kerr
who gained fame being the
Galloping Courmet. Up until
than I had always thought of
cooking as drudgery .. .eating
was something else again. I
always saw my mother running
around the kitchen complaining
of the clean-up, the finding of
ingredients. Plus I was being
raised in the perfect male
chauvinist popular stereotype of
the day, I was told cooking was
something for the other sex to
do.
But Graham Kerr came into my
life quite by accident one day
back in '66 during a summer
vacation when my mom had him
tuned in . There was this tall,
good looking man leaping and
running about a kitchen with
abandon having the time of his
life preparing a d ish . I wa s
hooked. I watched every day and
ga ined a new insight into
cooking.
This man (I first thought he was
Julia Child 's uninhibited halfbrother) had tun cooking, he
made the watching fun.

That's why I got interested and
that's what I've tried to impart to
you. But some people still complain to me that they consider
cooking a drudgery. I have here
some hints to make your time in

by Rabbi Joseph
Lichtman
Jewish Student Adv.
An interesting thought occurred to me the other evening
as I watched the snow begin to
fall. This later turned out to be
the worst snow storm ever to hit
the eastern seaboard.
The human race ha s
developed into one of the most
technologically advaric~Sbeings
in all'tustory., We hav •i nvented
time saving devices of e~ery description, which serves to' lighten
the burdens of the ave~rage
housewife. From the dishwasher
and the electric can opener, to
the microwave oven and the
electric broom. These appliances
save time and energy, and permits the woman the freedom to
combine a career with
homemaking.
Likewise, the auto industry in
Detroit continues to make cars
with the most luxurious options
immaginable , in order to
enhance the comfort and
pleasure of the rider. Coupled
with the scientific knowledge
that our space program
possesses, which can hurl man
into space and to the · moon,
there is nothing that man cannot
achieve by his intelligence.
Yet, in spite of these advances,
a storm of major proportions can
strike, and the human being is in-

the kitchen a bit easier if not entirely fun .
1. Don 't worry about the clean
up. Many people feel t~ey have
to rinse out the bowls and pans
immediately or they 'll grow
warts or something. When your
done with i\ plate or pot toss it in
the sink and forget it until after
the meal.
2. Always prepare everything
in advance. Measure everything
out and place in bowls according
to recipe . If it calls for adding
several spices at one time you
can place them all in one bowl
and just pour in. This saves time
during preparation by cutting
out any fiddling with measuring
cups or spoons. With everything
at your fingertips the combin ing
will go so much quicker.
3. Put on some lively music
while you cook . The theme from
Exodus is a no-no. A John Phillip
Sousa March is good if you have
one. Get into it and you can
dance your way around the kitchen while cooking. Your
favorite rock group will do but
make sure it 's up tempo.
4. Have a glass of wine nearby
while cooking to refresh
yourself. It doesn 't help your
technique but it 's fun .
5. Start off by cooking for your
loved one or ones. It makes the
task more pleasant knowing
they' ll enjoy something you took
time and trouble over .
6; Talk to yourself. Not crazy,
just keeps the instructions going
through your head. (You should
have written insvuction in a
handy place so they can be seen
at a glance.)
7. Try measuring by eye. Wi\h
liquids especially, this is fun arid
you soon learn just how far to tip
the pitcher or bottle so you can
count slowly and get a good estimate of the number of ounces.
I'd also say learn how to slice and
chop with speed but the techn i-

capacitated . A snow fall of two
feet can halt the machinery of
our large cities. Planes cannot
take off, and the automobile
can 't get out of it's driveway.
Businesses and schools are
forced to close, and electric
power is cut off.
Meanwhile, man is left to
ponder his dilemma.
What do we learn from these
eventsl
It , is quite obvious, that it
makes us re~lize that God reign s
supreme. For regardless of man 's
abilities and his achievements,
he must, perforc.e, submit to
God 's will. As the saying goes,
" Man supposes, and God Disposes." A divine act has the
potential to immobilize the
human animal. It is as if God
were toying with us and is saying ,
" Don 't become so haughty, and
don 't think that it is,your might
and power that has achieved all
this for you . For with one natural
happening, I can bring you to
your knees and make you
acknowledge Me."
The Almighty works in ways
which are beyond the human
ken . The recent snow storm
taught us that we are obligated to
remember Him as the guiding
force behind all creation . If we
glean this from recent events,
then any discomfort we encountered, was a small price
indeed .

que requ ires demonstrat ion and
you might loose a finger if you 're
not careful at first.
8. Pick easy recipes with e)(otic
names. Any cookbook should
have them or, if you 've taken a
foreign language, translate the
English name to Spanish , French ,
ltalina, or whatever. But not
Latin , it 'll sound like a prescription.
For those easy recipes I have a
few suggestions : (By the way, in
keeping with my international
policy I am giving the measurements in metric and the old way
in parentheses. )
Huevos Rancheros: 4 eggs, 1
green pepper, 2 pimentoes, 420
grams (14 oz .) Egg tomatoes, 2
grams (2 tsp.) Chili powder, salt,
pepper, 20 leaves oregano, 2
medium onions, 1 garlic clove, 2
pinches Cumin, 60 gram (¼ cup)
mild cheddar cheese, 30 grams (2
tbsp.) Clarified Butter. Slice
peppers into fine strips and slice
pimento. Put tomatoes through a
sieve. Finely slice onions . Grate
Cheese. Peel garlic clove .
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F.
Place clarified butter in frying
pan and when hot add the garlic
clove. Allow the garlic to sweat
to release oil and then discard
garlic. Add the pepper strips and
the onions - toss the butte r and

A Glimpse At
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i.AY✓✓.r.r.r.r.r.r...o"'✓✓✓~✓.rJO""~~✓✓✓.r...o"'.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.J.
Due to the inclement weather Monday and Tuesday, there was no
I.F .S.C. Council meeting held . Some of the Greek organizat ions have
events coming up in the near future and they are as follows :

Omega Sigma Pal's Cake Sale
Date: Wed., Feb. 115 Place: Hutchln10n Hall
Time: 4-9 p.m. "All Purchases Are A Donation"

Chi Party (Tent.ative)
Date: Fri., Feb. 24 Place: 440 Jefferson Ave., Eliz., N.J.
Time: 9 p.m. tlll 1
Admission: $1.50 - food, punch, and all the beer you can drink
RHO Theta tau's Cake Sale
Date: Tues., Feb. 18 Place: Hutchinson Hall
Time 6-10 p.m. "All Purchases Are A Donation"

Sigma Kappa Phi's "St. Patrick Day Bicycle Raffle"
Prize: Men's 27 Inch 10 speed bicycle
Donation: SOC Drawing Date: March 14, 1978
Winner will be notified by phone
To obtain tickets, see any of the Sig Kap slsten In the SM<:k Bar.
Tickets are now on nlelll
Nu Delta Pi's McSorley Trip
Date: Late March
Price: Bring your own drinking money and bus fare will be announced. Transportation will be provided
Time: Night trip 6 p.m.
. Th~ ~ext I.F.S.C. meeting is Feb. 14, 1978 at 1 :40 p.m. (college hour)
•~ W1lhs Hall, Rm . 207. For any information concerning these functI~ns, con~act Joe Torres (President) at 527-2761 or Howard Popper
(V1ce-Pres1dent) at 731-8860. 1.F.S.C. Executive Board

(Continued on page 9)

Neither snow nor - can halt
the valiant staff of the
Independent from meeting its
publication -deadline. Nor we
here at the Women 's Center:
temporarily halted by Father
Nature, we return undaunted
and write our copy.
• The Organization of Women
for. Legal Awareness (OWLA) will
Honor Sylvia Johnson, first
prominent d irector of the New
Jersey Division of Women , and
Connie Woodruff, Cha ir of the
Advisory Commission on the
Status of Women at a special
reception on Sunday, February
26 at the Chanticler in Millburn .
Tickets are $15 .00, they and further information are available by
calling 762-5208. As an aside,
Sylvia Kordower and Betty Hutchinson , co-founders of OWLA
will appear at Kean 's WOMAN
TALK on February 22.
• Ruth Sprague has announced that Phyllis Chesler,
author of Women and Madness
will appear on campus as an
offering of the Townsend Lecture series on March 2 at 12 :15 in
L_ittle Theatre . Chesler will speak
on the influence of feminism on
male psychology.
• The second (and updated)
edition of " Options for Women
in New Jersey," a directory of

Correction
A point of clarification is
needed in reference to the
Pub renovation story which
appeared in the Feb. 9 issue of
the Independent. The quote
" bad management," attributed to Dean of Students Ippolito, did not in any way pertain to the pub's present
management. Rather, it was
used in the follow ing context : " If we awarded a bid on insufficient
information
it
would have been bad
management. "

career services and continuing
education
opportunities for
women, is now available. The

booklet is published by the New
Jersey College and University
Coalition on Women ' s
Education at a cost of $15 .00 per
copy. Kean 's Campus Center for
Women has order forms.
• The Education Department
of Planned Parenthood of New
Jersey sponsors an exciting twoday workshop, " Focusing on
Adolescents" on March 1 and 2
at the Ramada Inn in Fairfield.
The workshop addresses the
phenomenon of teenage pregnancy as a growing national
health problem. Designed for
counselors, teachers and college
students, the workshop will be
repeated
throughout
the
SPRING at sites in Clifton , East
Brunswick . and Runnemede.
Kean 's Campus Center for
Women (at X2296) or Planned
Parenthood at 763-4700 has ad-

ditional details.

at

• Interesting to look
a composite picture of the six women
recently selected for the astronaut training program . Of the
six, all are scientists (two
physicians, the others in scientific research) . Of the six, four are
single and a cursory scan of their
biographies
and
comments
upon selection suggests that
each remains single by choice. At
the women 's center we wonder
if this may not suggest a f ut ure
trend, I.e. that determined and
dedicated women career ists may
eschew marriage and fam ily (at
least early in their careers) as
they realize how taxing is a dual
role and responsibility.

The astronaut-trainees have a
a long arduous task ahead but we
are confident that some of them,
or all of them, will represent the
majority in the space-in-the-'80's
programs.

r--------~~--.----~----------------,
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Next week , please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACfl
section of The Independent:
I
I Item or event _ _ __ _ _ _- - - , " - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - }
I Place, date and time ___________________ I
I Source
l >
I
I Your name
.
I
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LOVE
THE SUMMER?

DON'T WAIT TILL IT'S TOO LATE
RESERVE YOUR APT. OR HOUSE NOW!
TV , Air Conditioning , near Boardwalk & ocean .
Special LOW group rates for May and June.
$95. -week up. After the Prom , after Graduation ,
after anything !
STOP IN Sat . or Sun .,
or call 201 -289-4221 weekdays .

RENTALS UNLIMITED
GROUP RATES

323 SUMNER AVE .
EASIDE HEIGHTS N.J. 08751
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A Star's Trek Through Spa ce and Mind
by Robert Kern
" Where are the earsl "
That quiet man on the stage
bore little resemblance to what
the audience expected. Where
were those famil iar earsl The
satantic eyebrowsl That dour expression that carried the weight
of the federation in every line?
Who was that man· with the
fash ionable haircutl The ready
smilel The quick sense of
humorl W ith glasses yetl In a
sportcoat and turtleneck .. .no
braid .. .no insignial
Scotty, beam me up.
Last Wednesday must have
been a disappointment to a lot of
Trekkies. Their favorite character
went establishment, Leonard
Nimoy- lectured on a variety of
subjects and not once said " Fascinating."
Of course there was the
obligator·y monologue about
Star Trek consisting, mostly, of
gentle jabs at the cliches · the
show
established .
Nimoy
referred to Uhura as the most
competent
" switchboard
operator in the galaxy," Scotty as
a " throwback to the thirities,"
and made most of the plots seem
sophomoric. (Which in all
honesty, most of them were.)
Ni moy did n't exclude h imse lf
from the jibes. He described an

episode in which the ru-lers of a
certain planet were given " nonaggression pills" to keep them
from abusing their power. But
the Klingons came in and
replaced them with Bufferin . Of
course Kirk and the Enterprise
rush to the rescue, McCoy complains about the captain " endangering his patients," and
Spock when asked about the
situation by Kirk responds : " It
does seem illogical. "
" Of course," Nimoy went on .
" That only accounts for about
thirty minutes of scr ipt. "
Television needs forty-eight
minutes, Nimoy asked the
audience to fill in the time gap.
They got it immediately: " Kirk
falls in love." Nimoy asked if they
had ever seen his act before.
Nimoy pointed out that many
members of the audience were
under ten and therefore had
never seen the show when first
on , they fell in love with re-runs.
Nimoy's respect and love for
the series came through and his
awe over the cult it has built must
have suprised the audience. But
the topper came when he admitted to having emotions and to
writin g poetry. Damn good
poetry as it turned out. Poetry
deali ng with the problems of
alienation and lo ne liness.
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(Continued from page 2)
Special Prosecutor to conduct
such an investigation and also to
continue the investigation of official corruption in Pennsylvania, which Marston began ,
free from political considerations. The Committee further
calls for complete overha_ul of
the Office of Professional Responsibility and creation of a
mechanism independent of the
Attorney General to conduct ·
internal inspection of the Justice
Department.
By appointing a Special
Prosecutor, Cart"er can begin to
halt erosion of public confidence in the Administra tio n's
co mmitment to re m o vin g
po litics as a consideratio n in the
investigation and prosecutio n of
offici al misconduct."

by Robert Kern

Pitt

elUJ&wL Va« & 9,,lcH 'FtVUL.CaleJj
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Justice Dept.

Maybe he's hiding them under his halrcutl

Television Releases
The Prisoner for Viewers

ONLY METROPOLITAN CONCERT APPEARANCE!

* Sal.' fftad 4fk 7: 30

A good crowd appeared despite the snow and ice and they
were well rewarded . Nimoygave
a half-hour talk and fielded
questions ranging from his
thoughts on television (" No one
can turn out twenty-four good
drama programs on a schedule " )
to the upcoming Star Trek movie
(" They' re in need of a writer
from what I hear) .
May Nimoy forgive me but I
found the evening ... Fascinating.

·••••••••••••••••r••••••••••••••••••••
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" I will not be pushed , fi led,
stamped , indexed, briefed , debriefed or catalogued. My life is
m y own. I shall do with it as I
please."
·
Words that reflected the feeling of a generation. But Bob
Dylan didn 't write them, nor d id
Jerry Rubin screech them
th rough a megaphone. They
were said with a quietly fierce
determination by a man who admitted to being over th irty and
having been a member of the
m ilitary establishment (I hope
the phrase isn 't too outdated) .
Patrick M cGoohan spoke
them in the premi ere episode of
The Prisoner which aired in the
summer of ' 66 on CBS. Number 6
(as the prisoner is called in h is
fairy tale prison, The Village)
was once a top level agent fo r the
British Secret Service. But he
resigned without giving a reason.
Someone wan ts to know that
reason.
So he is kidnapped and taken
to the Village where the information is constantly being
tried to be pried loose through
mental attacks. Number 6 triumphs each time in that his captors
may have won the battle by
keeping him imprisoned, he is
winning the war by not giving in
and becoming a docile robot like
the other members of The
Village.

The series appeared at just the
right moment , although
McGoohan never allied his
cr eation with the youth
movement of the time, it struck
all the right nerves. The corruption of absolute power. The
absorption of the individual into
a soulless society.
The plots were intriguing also .
The viewer was never spoon fed

the plot or answers. Sometime
the message was clear, though
allegorical, and others read like
the most esoteric theatre of the
. absurd. But they were con1
sistently interesting.

The series has been missi ng for
some ti me after channel 5
scheduled it at 2 o'clock Sunday
morning during its last incarnation. But channel 13 has
ressu rected the program , every
one of its seventee n episode·s.
But don't get bogged down in
all the sym bo lism, some o f it is
indeci pherpble even to those
who watched every ep isode
every time it was shown. -People

read so much into it they lose the
simple message of individuality.
Also I'm ti red of people claiming
to be students of t he show not
knowing who Number 6 really is.
Listen closely to the d ialogue in
the last two episodes and you ' ll
find it is John Drake, the
character McGoohan played in
Secret Agent.

The show airs on Mondays at 8
w ith each episode repea ted Su nday night at 11 . Give it try, this
Sunday's repeat is especially
good.
Just one thing : What does that
damned veloci pede symbo lizel

Gourmand To Have Around
(Continued from page 8)
aliow to fry gently. Add the
tomatoes and season with salt,
pepper, cumin , chili powder,
and the oregano. Cook until
mixture has thickened (about
two m i nutes). Place the
vegetable mixture into a shallow
oven d ish - make 4 hollows and
break an egg into each. Decorate
eggs with sl ices of pimento in
criss-cross fashion and cover the
entire surface with cheese . .Bake
in oven for 7½ minutes. Serve
immediately.
Spaghetti con Salse di
Vongole: .5 kilo (1 lb.) spaghetti.
For Sauce : 300 grams (10 oz.)
clams (tinned), 15 grams (3 tbsp.)
parsley, 5 grams (1 tbsp.) capers,
salt , black pepper , 1 lb.
Tomatoes, 45 grams (3 tbsp.)
ol ive oil, 1 garlic clove. Bring 4.5
liters (1 gal. ) of salted water to the
boil and place the ends of the
spaghetti into the pot, bending
the strips as they soften - make
sure strands are separated by

prodding gent ly around with a
for k - cook spaghetti for 7
minutes - then take .5 liters (1
pint) ice water and pour into
spaghetti in the pot - remove
from heat and· pour ,nto
colander - place spaghetti back
in pan, toss in a little olive oil and
keep warm. Peel garlic clove.
Finely chop capers. Finely chop
parsely. Skin, seed, and chop
tomatoes. Place oil in frying pan
and when hot add capers and
crushed garlic. Saute gently don't brown. Add tomatoes and
parsley and cook for 5 minutes
over gentle heat. Add the clams
to tomatoe sauce - season with
salt and black pepper. Cook uncovered to heat clams in sauce.
Place spaghetti ori serving dish
and cover with sauce.
" If you have taken the plunge
and
pur c hased
me
congratulations." Graham Kerr
in the introduction of his book
The Grahm Kerr Cookbook by
the Galloping Gourmet.

On Wednesday, March 1, Dr. Warren 'Mlttofky, Director of the Election & Survey Unit at CIS
Network will explain how the network projects the outcomes of electlonL The talk wHI take place In
room 112 of Vaughn Eames. Kean's Department of Economics and Management Science and the
American Statistical Association are jointly sponsoring the presentation.
Dr. Mittofky, who earned an A.B.D. degree from the Univ. of Minnesota hu prevloutly spoken to
the Cleveland Chapter of A.S.A. and also has been Invited to make a _presentation to the
Washington Chapter. For further information contact Dr. Stephen Engelberg at 527-2067.
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ARE YOU STUCK?
CREDIT PROBLEMS?
NEED TRANSPORTATION?
LET
INTERSTATE
AUJO
SPECIALISTS
arrange your credit, insurance
registration,

and PUT YOU IN THE CAR OF YOUR
CHOlCE
CALL 527-0040 for an appointment today
WE GET RESULTS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
to work for

BILL BRADLEY
U.S. Senate Campal1n
Call
Mark Parnes
964-1978

,

Paid for by Bill Bradley
for U.S . Senate
Edward F. Brode rick, Treas .

Margaret Be■ ls pulls I Liz ■ Minelli
- Dance Concert cancelled due to
nu !

Responsible Kean student needed
for transportation to carpool and
points located within 10-15 minutes
from residence. Includes a garage
apartment for student with utilities.
Swimming poo l available on
grounds. Located in Somerset area.
Contact Kathy, evenings from 8-10
at 647-1516.
Student Activities
Wednesday Movie
of the Week
SISTERS
Fe b. 22. 1978
3 and 8 P . M.
Little T heater
Admission is free
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Sunday

CCB
ight Movies

The Phys. Ed. Majors Club Is h■vln1 a
meetin1 on Feb. list (Tues.) In D-12~ at
1:40. Please come and meet the majors.
ALSO - February 23rd (Thurs.) we wUI
be having a reacquainted party In the
Pub from 8:30 till ?

presents
MIDWAY
Sun .. Feb. 19th
7:30 p.m. in TPA
Admission 25¢

Anyone ,.hhln& to be on the J.S. U.

(Jewish Student Union) mallln& list,
please call or write: Ann Denh; 5272890; Bld1, 2, Rm . 210

J .S.U.

Kean College
Lunchtime Theatre

presents
"Bring It All
Bick Home"
a comical look at a "typical"
American family awaiting the
return of their model soldier from
war.
Performances are Feb. 21. 22.
and 23 in the Little T heatre. admission 49¢
The Kean College
Theatre Guild

The Staff Association at Kean now
Jewish Student Union
meets the first Monday of each
February 21
· Mystery Speaker
month at 12:30-1:30 p.m. in the
Come
Townsend Loun1e. Come and join
All Welcome
us for a pleasant hour with a surRefreshments Served
prise guest and lots of sharing of
mutual interests. On March 3 o u r t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
topic will be "Money & Taxes"
resented by Mr. Frank Sanders of The Kean Colle1e Medical
H.&R . Block. It is our "fraternity" TechnololY Club will hold Its first
o let's try and make it a success .. meeting ofthe semester on Tuesday,
All fresh ideas and suggestioni. February 21, 1978 at 1:40 p.m. In
ost welcome. Jeanne Major, Bruce 109. At this meetln1 we will
resident.
discuss and vote on our Constltution and plan activities for the comin1 semester. All Interested students
Open studio • Life Drawln& - Thun.,
are invited to attend and par6:30-9:30 p.m., VE 309. Sponsored by
ticipate.
f.A.S.A. FREE

1-------------t

presents
"BLOOD WEDDING"
a passionate drama
Performance dates are
March 3-5 and
March 8-12
at 8:00 p.m.
in the
Zella J. Fry
Studio Theatre
Tickets are S3 .00
I ticket half price
with Student I.D.

Box Office Opens
February 20
For further info
Call 527-2337

Thursdt1y, FebrUt1ry 16, 1978
9:00- 4:00
6:00-11:00
6:30- 9:30
7:40-10:10
8:00-11 :00
9:00- •1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Sloan Lge
Dining Rm Ill
VE309
W1.07

New Jersey Blood Drive
Gospel Choir
FASA Life Drawing
CIAO "The Italian Club"
Omeg,1 Psi Phi

Browsing Rm

ALL COLLEGE PARTY

College Ctr-Cafe

Kean Institute Team
Cuban Independence Day

Wilkins Theatre

Fridt1y, FebrUt1ry 17, 1978
1 :30-3 :30 p.m.
8 :00 p.m.

Mtg Rm A

S.turcltly, Febru,1ry 18, 1978
8:00-4:00 p.m.
8:00- 2:00 a.m.
8:00 p.m.

CLEP Testing
Swing Phi Swing Disco
CCB presents: Southside Johnny &
The Asbury Jukes

Dining Rm I
Grill Rm
Wilkins Theatre

Omega Psi Phi
Mass
Groove Phi Groove Meeting
CCB film : "Midway" 25¢ admission

Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A
Wilkins Theatre

Sundt1y, Febru•ry 19, 1978
1 :00-5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30-7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Mondt1y, Februuy 20, 1978 - WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
12:00- 1 :30 p.m.
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
·9:00-11 :00 p.m.

"Slurz" comic
Squires First Aid Squad Meeting
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
e..

Tuesd,1y, Februt1ry 21, 1978
1 :40- 3:05 p.m.
II

,,
7 :00-11:00 p.m.
7:40-10
,, :10 p.m.

,,
,,

"N u Delta Pi

8:00 p.m.

Sloan Lge
Mtg Rm B
Browsing R,m

SCATE
Chem-Physics Dept
IVCF
Council for Exceptional Children
Marketing Communications
"Raw" Magaz~ne
Medical Technology Club
IFSC
.
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Jazz Jams
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lamba Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Spirit of Life Art Ensemble

Browsing Rm
C218
J101
CSS104
VE114
VE113
8109
W1.07
W209
Browsing Rm
J130
J336
J138
J339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J134
C218

Senior Citizens Whitman Center
Fun Dance Group
Third World Movement
Hotline Training
Alpha Theta Pi

Dining Rm Ill

T208
VE211
W100
V402A
Little Theatre

Wednescltly, Febru.ry 22, 19-78
1 :00- 3:00 p.m.
1:40- 3:05 p.m.
6:00- 8:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.

Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
J143
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Slurz Is Coming!
On Monday, February 20th at
noon, Robert Slurzberg will
entertain in Sloan Lounge.
Robert Slurzberg alias Slurz
didn 't always want to be a comic.
Instead, Slurz went through
various jobs, occupations ,
whatever, before arriving at being a comic. There was concert
promoter, teen tour leader,
mailman, chemical engineer,
psychologist, ice cream man,
door-to-door salesman, and on
and on. This wide range of jobs
has given Slurz the opportunity
to see life from many angles:
Born in Jersey City, New Jersey
25 years ago where he was called
"Jersey City Slurz" for his adroitness with a frisbee; he then went
to Pittsburgh, Pa . and four years
at Carnegie-Mellon University
getting a, B.A. in psychology and
promoting rock concerts at the
university. After Pittsburgh, Slurz
moved to Terre Haute, Indiana
and Indiana State University
where he received a M.S. in
Psychology. His knowledge of
psychology is a definite asset in
creating his brand of comedy
which deals with real life experiences (many his own) and
making the tragic seem funny.
Besides being an up and com-

not necessarily in that order.
With Slurz's talents as a writer,
performer, film-maker still at the
raw, budding stages it is already
apparent that all his ambitions
will be achieved and audiences
will be laughing at his routines
for years to come.
On the trend in comedy today,
Slurz says : " I see most young
comics writing their own
material, which is good . Also,
Slurz admires comics who are there seems to be more of an
versatile and unique. His own attempt to make some kind of
style could best be described as a comment on society instead of
combination of Lenny Bruce's just hitting the audience with
social
commentary , George one liners. I feel this is a necesCarlin's story telling, Woody sary direction if comedy is going
Allen's vulnerability, and Mel to grow." Audiences : " I find that
Brooks' insanity.
audiences are more responsive
to a comic who is trying to say
At present, Slurz has been
something as opposed to just
appearing at most of the New throwing out tired worn out
York City showcases . The jokes. Again , I feel this is a
audiences at "Catch a Rising healthy change." Showcases: " I
Star" and the " Improvisation"
like to showcase at places where
are his favorite to play to. He also you're given more than five or six
works out at places like " The · minutes. Five minutes doesn 't
English Pub," "Munk's Park," give a comic enough time to
"Pearl's Place," and "Folk City."
develop his material and conseSlurz's ambitions include do- quently forces him to rush
ing college concerts, night clubs, through a routine . Also, I wish
Hadassah meetings, the U.N. that more places would run
Security Council, Subway Cor- showcases so I could work out
ridors, and his own T.V. show, more often.
ing comic with fresh , original,
intelligent material, Slurz also
makes films. He plans on
integrating his films into his act.
Some of the subjects of the films
are marijuana commercials, mixing color with music, observing
different modes of walking, and
his latest (not yet released) is a
promotional film for a dude ranch.

Dancing: Right Up
Their Ailey
The Alvin Alley Repertory ComJNny returns at Kean Collese on
Tuesday evening, Feb. 28th at 8:00 p.m. In the Theatre for the Performing Arts.

A completely different program will be performed from the one
presented by the dancen when they appeared here In September of
lut.vear. There will be two numben to the mulk of Duke EUlngton
and one to the musk of Igo, Strulnsky, a fuorfte of choreographer
ot 'A Mn Alley. The company wlll also perform ..Baby Chlld 8orn" by
Gary Frazier and "Games" by Donald McKayle.
Founded In 1974, the Repertory Ensemble 11 dedicated to the
development of verutlle dancen and to the development of new
dance audiences. The comJNny toun the United States with emphasis on residencies at colleges and unlvenlties.
Under the artistic direction of Sylvla Water■, a former AHey dancer,
the group functions a■ a vehicle for the artJ■tlc expreuJon and
development of the young designer and technician a■ well.
In addition, the Repertory ensemble attempt■ to maintain an historical penpectlve with the Inclusion of such American dance clauk1
as "Games" by Donald McKayle.
The Dance ComJNny, which 11 hou■ed In Manhattan's American
Dance Center, function■ a■ a profeulonal repertory ensemble and u
.a workshop for Kholanhlp ■electees from around the country.
A former Alley dancer, BIN Chal■on, 11 an auoclate profe■■CN' at
Kean Colelge. His dance club, made up of Kean ■tudenb, wlU be performing for the public In the 1prlng.
The Ensemble appeared In the sixty minute CBS television ■peclal
"Ailey Celebrates Ellington," and ha■ commluloned and performed
five ballets as a special contributions to a ■Ix-day celebration of
Ellington at the New York State Theatre.
Free tickets are available In the Student Activities Office and at the
Information Center In Townsend Hall.

11 Kean ready for • •• The Slurzl

Mobiliza.t ion for Survival Day
To Hold All Day Teach-In
by Lynn Richmond
The sixties were marked by
radicalism and activism, idealism
and revolt. The theme of the
seventies, screams of apathy
along with conservatism and
· callous cold individual ambition
as the central theme of the
college student.
Next semester, the philosophy
club will sponsor a Teach- In, entitled Mobilization for Survival.
The purpose of this event is to bring current issues to the
students' attention. An entire
day will be filled with speakers,
panels, plays, dialogues, and discussions for the purpose of
better understanding our
immediate future. Methods and
resources available to modify the
future to our needs will also be
discussed.
The Teach-In will "investigate
problems which are common to
all students e.g. will you have a
job in the future after you
graduate? That there is a correlative relationship between
military spending and the price
of tuition? That the State of New
Jersey has the right to demand
reallocation?
The philosophy club chose the
theme of the day after deciding
that most people today are
unaware of the current issues
(political , environmental , and
social) and those who knew did
not act upon them.

"Perhaps the realization that
any change in the greater context of society would have to
affect their lives never occurred

to them," said John Coulter,
treasurer of the club. The date of
this event is Monday, April 10th,
1978.

------------------

TEACH INS . . .TEACH INS ... WHAT'S YOUR INTEREST?
During the GO's, sponsored by SANE, colleges and
universities around the country engaged in - TEACH INS
- a process of learning about the Vietnam War and
organizing to take effective action to oppose it. Today,
we have new problems, problems that require new action. Today, we must mobilize for survival.
Listed below are some of the important issues of the
70's. Which is your concern? Will you attend and help
build new teach-ins? SANE is ready to help.
I am interested
D yes D no
I will help
D yes D no
The subject I want to learn about' and act on is:
D Nuclear Power
D Nuclear Arms and Disarmament
D Human Rights
D Racism/Sexism
D Human Needs v. The Military Budget
D Environment
·
Name _ _ _ _ __

Phone# _ _ __

Address _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
Return to: Lynn Richmond
c/ o Philosophy Dept., Hutchinson Hall )104

See Your
Fellow Students
Perform At The
First "Coffee House"
Of The New Year
Thurs., Feb. 23
Sloan Lge.
Donation 25¢

NEW DEADLINE!!
MARCH 15
Attention!
Creative People
Submit your writings
to
GRUBSTREET WRITER
(Kean College literary journal)
Submissions to
Eng. Dept. Office
3rd floor Willis Bldg

TOWNSEND LECTURE
The Alvin Alley Dance Troup performing one of their simpler feats In
preparation for Kean show.

Next meeting
CC143.

will be held on February 21, 1978, promptly at 1:40 p.m. In
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Ca_g ers Split 4 To Survive Week
by Andy Kaye
The Kean College men 's
basketball team had a grueling 4-game-in-5 day stretch awaiting
them this past week. They came
away with a split of the four
games to put their overall record
at 17-3 and their conference
record at 8-1.
The grind began last Wednesday, before a packed house at
D' Angelo Gym, the Squires were
routed by a talented Jersey City
State squad, 88-70. It was the
Squires' first conference loss of
the season and it really brought
the team down from the
emotional high they'd been on
all season.
Squires coach Joe Pallumbo
pointed out an illness to team
captain Jerome Hubbard as a key
to the loss. " Hubbard was sick.
There's no way he can play as
poorly as he did against Jersey
City. He didn 't protect the
baseline. "
Another important factor was
inconsistant refereeing. Both
Pallumbo and his assistant, Ollie
Hawkins, complained about the
inconsistancies in refereeing that
have plaqued KC's game all
season. The statistics bear them
out as Jersey City had 31 free
throw attempts as opposed to
the three that were shot by Kean.
The team had little time to
pout over their beating. The next
night they traveled to Monclair
for a game that took on added
significance because of the previous night's disaster. " This game
will determine if we hit the skids
or if we've gonna be a good
ballteam," commented Hawkins
before the game. Before a crowd
of several hundred Montclair

rooters and a band that chose to
play every time KC had the ball ,
the Squires prevailed 74-71. " I
liked the music, whatever it
was ,"
joked
Pallumbo
afterwards.
The game was close
throughout the first 30 minutes
but then Kean started to pull
away with deadly jump shooting
and a hounding defense. The
lead grew to 11 points with 7½
minutes to go. But Monclair
came right back on a pair of 3point plays. On the second of the
3 point plays, Hubbard came
crashing to the floor after a vain
attempt to block the shot. He was
forced to leave the game and his
absence was immediately felt as
Monclair's center Reggis Belcher
started scoring at will from the
inside. The lead dwindled to a
single point at 72-71 when
Belcher hit a lay-up with 13
seconds left. The Indians were
forced to foul and Squires
forward Steve Depts calmly sank
two free throws to produce the
final score. Depts, a burly 6'1"
junior out of Newark, led KC
with 24 points and 8 rebounds.
Guard Chuck Raub added 19
points. " A big win, especially
with the tournament coming
up," stated Pallumbo after the
games.
The Squires concluded their
grueling week by taking second
place in the Elmira Tournament.
They won their opening round
game against a big Mansfield St.
team 67-53. They then lost in the
finals 65-64 to the host school
which received the benefit of
some "home team " foul calls . " It
seems when you go out of state,
you get cheated by the refs "
moaned a disappointed Jerome

Skaters Blast Paterson
The Kean College Hockey
Team (11-3-2) moved into 1st
place in the Eastern Division of
the Metropolitan Hockey
Conference with an impressive
7-2 victory over 4th place William
Paterson . Tom Mullen paced the
Squires to their 6th win in 7
games with 4 goals. Mullen is red
hot with 8 goals and 1 assist in his
last two games.
Le.ading Scorers
Don Gambardella
Tom Mullen
Mike Griffin
John Primavera
John Lang

Another hot player for the
squires is John Primavera who
had a goal and three assists in the
victory. Lou Ny it ray was in net for
the Squires for his second
straight impressive victory. The
Squires next meet Stonybrook in
what will be the biggest game in
the young hockey club's history
according to coach Tom
O ' Donnell.
Goals ·
Asslsb
Polnb
15
13
28
16
11
27
8
17
25
9
22
13
11
9
20

The Week At A Glance
Men's Basketball - The action continued on the men 's basketball
scene with Kean winning two of their four contests . The re~ults for
the week are as follows:
Tuesday, February 7, Jersey City defeated Kean 88-70
Thursday, February 9, Kean went on the road to beat Montclair 74-71
Over the weekend, in a tournament at Elmira, Kean split a pair of
games, winning the first game 67-53 over Mansfield State before falling to Elmira in the championship game 65-54.
Swimming - After their best start ever, the Squirettes entered this
weeks action having won four at their first five meets.
On what was anticipated as a tough meet at Queens , Kean lost their
second meet last Thursday 77-40 .
They bounced right back tying William Paterson State College 6161 , in what coach Larry Pitt described as a moral victory.
In strong individual performances were turned in this week by Lois
Minke and Debbie Adams, who continue to knock fractions of Kean
swim records and Kim Gurka the three year veteran who has been a
constant steady performance for Kean .
Women's Basketball- Pat Hannisch 's split a pair of games this week .
first came a disappointing 78-77 loss to Paterson School. The Squires
led at half time 40-35. Elaine Carroll led KC with 19 points and Jenifer
Sauro had 17 points and 11 rebounds . " We weren't mentally ready.
We took them too lightly," commented Hannisch . " When that
happens anybody can beat you ."
The women bounced back with a victory against Wagner College
82-63 on Saturday. Janet Montgomery had 20 points for the winners
and Elaine Carroll added 17 points and 15 rebounds . " It was a good
win . We were able to run, said a happy Hannisch afterwards. The
women 's record now stands at 8-7 .
Gymnastics - The team picked up its second victory in two meets
with an 88.6-81.75 walloping of Paterson St. last Thursday. Mary Sue
Situpka led the team to victory by placing first in vaulting, the balance
beam and floor exercise. Missy Gebhardt picked up a first in the
parallel bars competition. Miss Situpka finished first over all , while
Miss Gebhardt finished second._Next meet is at home on February 16
against LIU and Princeton at 6:00.

Hubbard . " We took them too
lightly. No one cared when we
were losing. They said " We can
catch up anytime." Before we
knew it, we were still down with
a minute to go. " Kean's Eloy
Ashworth was named to the alltournament team .
After the Elmira game, Hubbara complained about the team
not taking the loss as a team.
" Everyone was sc1ying you did
this but no one said we did this .
We win as a team , we should lose
as a team ." Hubbard added that
as captain it was his responsibility to pull the team back
together. " We 're gonna have a
rap session . We' ll be ready for
Trenton State." Hopefully Hubbard will pull his team together
because the playoffs are only a
week away.

Vince McDonald drives against Brett Wyatt of Jeney City State In ;a
controversially officiated game Tuesday night.

Bright Future For Women's Sports?
by Ra__ndy Parker
An important outgrowth of
the equal rights movement has
been the emergence and increasingly greater acceptance of
the female athlete. Because this
change in social attitudes girls,
who in their younger years
demonstrate athletic ability, are
being encouraged rather than
denied the opportunity to
develop their athletic potentials.
All this has led to the emergence
of the female athlete as a professional. In individual sports, such
as tennis, golf and bowling this
has already taken place. But what
is the future of women 's team
sports? Can women ever hope to
compete on a professional level
in such team sports as basketball, baseball and soccer?
One of the key factors in the
future of women's sports is now
beginning to take place within
the educational establishment;
that being the filtering down of
instructional talent. Female
physical education instructors
are beginning to learn to teach

techniques in sports . In fact,
instructional talent is filtering
down at such a rate that soon, at
early ages girls will be receiving
the same quality of guidance in
their athletic development as
boys.
The second factor in the future
of womens sports will be the
degree of acceptance and support given to women athletes by
women_. If female athletes are
supported by their sexual peers
and the level of play reaches that
of competitive perfection as in
men 's sports, then men, too, will
begin to show an interest. The
classic examples have been as
mentioned before, tennis golf
and bowling.
If the filtering down ot instructional guidance is accompanied
with the support of women the
following chain react ion can be
seen as a result I
• Schoof boards allocating increasingly greater amounts of
money to women's sports at
grade school levies and upward.
• A more competitive and

Ski Club Places 6th
The Kean College Ski Club
finished 11th in the tri-state
collegiate ski association race last
Saturday evening at Hidden
Valley. This is only the second
season Kean has participated in
the collegiate ski associations
races and finished 6th overall for
the tri-state area last year.
Last season proved to be a
remarkable success and the race
club, (club instead of team strictly a technical term we are forced

to use) antIcIpates another
successful season. The club being so young is low in members
but not in good racers.
A lot of m~mbers have had little or no prior racing experience,
but
have quickly built
themselves into a well disciplined dub. There are three (3)
more races left this season every Saturday night this month ,
so come see what it's all about
and support your team (club).

Pre Se;uon Softb.111 THm Meeting
Feb. 17, 4:00 p.m. - Rm. D127
All interested women should plan to attend. For further information contact
Athletic Office 527-2435

INTRAMURALS I SPRING SEMESTER 1978
Men's Basketball
Mon., Wed ., Thurs . - Main Gym 8-1_1 p.m. (Thurs ., Mar . 9th no
games) ; Feb. 27th through Mar. 16th; 7-10 p .m . March 27th through
Apr. 25th; Sundays 3-5 p.m . - Small Gym
Women's Basketball
Tues. 8-11 p.m . - Main Gym ; Feb. 27th through Mar. 16th; 7-10 p.m.
Mar. 28th through Apr . 25th
• Men's Volleyball
Sun. - Main Gym 110 1-3 p.m . Mar. 5th through Apr. 30th ; Double
Elimination Tournament
• Women's Volleyball
Sun . - Main Gym 110A 3-5 p .m . Double Elimination Tournament
Soccer League
Sun. - Small Gym 1-3 p.m . Mar. 5th through Apr. 29th
Slimnastics
Mon ., Wed . 12 :15 until 1 :15 p.m.; Session I - Feb. 13th throu g h Mar.
12th; Session ii - Mar . 27th through Ma y 10th
Dates will be announced for the following events:
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament , Men 's & Women 's Softball , Coed
Softball , Club Track, Swim Meet, Wrestling Tourney, Self Defense for
Women , Marital Arts Club, Coed Volleyball , Scuba Club
Continuing Events:
• Gym 110B will be open on Su ndays fo r Recreational Basketball. Also
an y time there is no I.M . activ,ity or Varsit y practice. Recreati onal Swimming - Schedules available in I.M. O ff ice (527-2229); Gymnastics Club;
~ki Club; Ski Ra ci ng Club; Outing Club

higher level of play at the high
schools.
• Offering scholarships and
recruiting on the college level
(already beginning to take place)
• After a period of time
womens sports will begin to
reach a level of competitive
perfection such that warrants
media exposure
.
Assuming all this takes place
with public support over a
period of, say, ten years, the
logical outgrowth will be the
emergence of womens team
sports on a professional level.
In the following issue,
members of the sports staff at
Kean will discuss the issue of
women sports . .
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START Tues.
Feb. 21, 1978

~

Orientation
Meeting To
Be Held At
Gym Bldg.
Room D-127
1:40 p.m.
Sign Up Now
At The
Intramural
Office
Or Call
s21-2229
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